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Football manager 2018 guide

Are you looking to improve your 2018 Football Manager tactics? Only a handful of football executives can claim to have really added anything to the world of football tactics. For every innovator in the vein of Arrigo Sacchi, Pep Guardiola, Helenio Herrera or Minus Richels, there are hundreds of examples of Mark Hughes,
Gian Piero Ventura or Alan Pardew – continuity disciples dedicated to duplication. Where the innovator is blessed with a lasting legacy, the duplicator is cursed by mortality and fleeting importance. Many of us play Football Manager 2018 to create a dynasty with our chosen team, and the pursuit of excellent tactics plays
a key role in ambition. To help you with this, what follows is a roundup of football manager's best tactical options of 2018, each of which gives you a greater ability to customize your tactics and better reflect your goals in your team's presence on the pitch. New player roles New player roles are too numerous to be listed
and details here in full, but they are too important not to mention in a 2018 Football Manager tactical guide. Creatively used, some of these new roles offer a great opportunity to surprise opponents, not least when they are employed in leagues where they are not familiar. Among the new entries, the Inverted Wing-Back
and Flying Hound are two of the most interesting. The role of Inverted Wing-Back is what Guardiola has sometimes employed this season at Manchester City, his full-backs trying to drift into the middle of the pitch when his team have possession. Full-backs generally remain wide, but here the goal is to lure the other
team's midfielders to more central areas to provide more space around the box and along the contact lines for your strikers and midfielders to exploit. The Flying Hound is a combination of the roles of midfielder Box-to-Box and Ball-Winning Midfielder. Segundo Volantes must be ade well at both winning possession and
covering a large area of the field, and they are also expected to be able to run with the ball in order to drive to the opponent and scare them. In the interest of providing defensive cover, you should play a Flying Hound alongside a midfielder disciplined enough to remain in a deep role when your team is attacking. The A



new overlay available for the Football Manager 2018 tactical screen field provides a color-coded view of which areas of the field your tactic is having a positive impact on and where it isn't. A red square represents a space coverage error. Green squares represent good coverage. While it is possible to turn a red square
into a green one by changing the formation in whole or in part (by repositioning a player, for example), it is not always necessary to take such drastic measures. Hovering over a red square and a popup provides information about the cause of the problem. In the image below you can see that the red square under Ryan
Bertrand of Southampton is caused by a concern that his full-back's role makes it more likely that he will be caught out of position if the opposition launch a quick counter-attack. Such problems may be able to be solved by altering a player's role, or changing their mindset. This allows you to maintain the overall shape of
your team and keep your favorite picks in the starting 11 on game day. You might also choose to ignore the red squares, feeling safe in the knowledge that your focus on other areas of the field is worth lower coverage elsewhere. In any case, the grid provides a means to analyze your team – it's up to you to do the right
thing based on this information. Partnership with players The grid is not the only change made to the tactical field of Football Manager 2018. You'll also notice that green lines appear as links between some players on your team. These lines highlight that the players in question have a strong partnership, resulting from
playing in positions and roles that complement each other and working well together in recent games. Partnership lines are not displayed immediately. Connecting with a lot of steps between them, providing assisting, and similar acts of teamwork are necessary before they are reached. If you see players developing
strong partnerships, then you might want to think twice about bringing that new signature or running an injured star back into the first team. Educating players personally, or by position Educating your players is an important Football Manager 2018 tactic. The act of instructing individual players has been equipped with
their own screen, making the task much more intuitive. Even better is the ability to provide a set of instructions in a specific position, or to the individual player currently in occupation. As such, you can make replacements much faster and trade players in and out of your team once you've done the initial leg work of setting
the desired instructions. You could have two very different types of striker, for example, and so a predefined set of instructions for the striker playing in the lineup is not going to work. The great physical striker will not play well if he is told to face the game in the same way as his smaller and more complicated alternative.
Alternatively, you could be a stickler for a very specific approach and then set all the player's instructions based on the location rather than the player in it. In this way you know that those who play are going to adhere to your design. Tactical Analysis A new Analytics tab has been added to football manager 2018 tactics
menus, providing summaries of your performance in previous games. For example, you can view a breakdown of you faced and the number of possibilities you created and gave away for each of them. Exactly when and where you scored and conceded goals during matches can also be studied, as well as information
about the impact of your team's interviews, shooting positions and the tendencies of an impending adversary. Much of this information was available in last year's Football Manager, but the noticeably improved presentation of it here makes it much less time to digest and easier to act on. In essence, you have fewer
excuses than ever to be unaware of your weaknesses or to be taken by surprise by an enemy. These are our Tactical Football Manager 2018 tips. Do you have any further guide to grass gaffers? Why not share them in your comments? As the Football Manager series gets more and more detailed, it can be daunting for
first-time players looking to take the big step. When compared for the first time to the 18-tab sidebar, some understandably retire for the safety of the stripped mobile game. But the full version is considerably more realistic and ultimately more rewarding, so it's worth investing time to address the main features of the
game. With that in mind, here's our beginner's guide to what you need to do in your first week as a football coach... Initial configurationWhen you start a new career, click advanced configuration, and then select a number of leagues and database sizes that gives you an estimated three-star or more game speed. This will
prevent you from get bored of all the loading screens. That said, the bigger the database, the better, as this gives you more space to find hidden opportunities. The first time users should also select disable attribute mask on the Advanced Options screen. This means that all player attributes are visible without scouting,
helping you out if you're new to the game. Don't be too romantic when choosing a club. The game is very realistic, so don't choose FC United and expect to take them to the Premier League; start somewhere easy, but with room for growth, like Arsenal. Oh, and don't set up your past gaming experience as a Sunday
League Footballer. Players will never, ever respect you. Select suggest x-based badges. When choosing your management style, it is better to slide the bar towards tactical, as these attributes are important to get players on the side. Most coaching is done by your staff anyway, so you can strongly favor only one or two
attributes on this side of things. Training Starting by sorting your training. First go to the Board tab and take a look at how many coaches you can hire (and keep in mind that under-23 staff also participate in first-team training). Next, go to the training tab &gt; sub-tab coaches and clear the areas until each coach has only
one activity to control, which increases specialization should see the ratings of the stars improve considerably. Anyone who can't reach three stars or more (or even higher if you're at a Premier League club) should have their contract resused due to a contract. If you need to search for new staff (hidden under Staff
Search in the Personal tab) then be sure to check their worldwide reputation before taking an approach. Once you have all the areas covered by a single coach then use one or two low quality staff and distribute them in each individual category until the training workload is reduced to medium or light. If you are not
allowed many coaches and you can not cover all areas, then you will have to compromise a little. Next, go to the team substation and set intensity level to high during pre-season. Have a game with focus areas and see what you think is best; fitness is highly recommended, but they are all important. The individual sub-
card should be changed once you know what training you will use, and therefore for what role each player must be prepared. TacticsIn the tactics tab, create three different tactics and fill out as many details as possible. The more players and coaches know about your system, the easier they will learn your training
methods and familiarize themselves with tactics. There's no right or wrong in this section, of course, but be sure to set team instructions as well as play with training and player roles. It is useful to set two very similar tactics, one for home games (with a smoother and more creative approach) and one for away games (with
a more structured shape and less flexibility), while setting the third tactic as a wild-card for when things have to shake. My favorite is pictured below. Make sure you have your best free kick players selected in the set-pieces sub-tab and then change some of the routines. Again, this is open to interpretation, but it is useful
to have a player attack the ball from the bottom and one to hide on the edge of the area, largely because the engine of the match seems to favor goalmouth scrambles from set-pieces. Team Now for the time-consuming part. Join your team and ruthlessly start cleaning up dead wood, which will raise money for new
engagements and let you know which areas need to be improved. The coach's reports are extremely helpful here. If you click on a player and in his coaching report does not rank among the best players then get rid. Football Manager is quite generous when starting a new game, so it's easy to sell unwanted players.
Place them on the transfer list before doing anything else, then demot them and click offer to clubs under transfer. No need to specify a price. Go through your under-23 and under-18 teams to promote anyone you like (and offer the transfer of listed players to clubs) before reviewing what's left of your senior team. It
should be easy to identify targets from here. Finally, use the filter tab at the top to review player contracts and tie anyone with 12 months remaining. ScoutingYou won't find occasions or guys amazed unless you your scouts. Shoot anyone who doesn't have decent judgment stats and replace them with explorers from a
variety of nations. In the scouting assignments substation, select yourself as the person responsible for the process, and then start searching. It is better to focus on countries whose divisions were selected in the initial configuration, as these have much more details. Make sure you a scout (with a good attribute of tactical
knowledge) to watch the next opposition - and use these reports to find vulnerabilities. Buy playersFor now you should be ready to look for new players. There are plenty of online resources that help you identify bargains, free signatures, and wonderkids, but it's more fun to look for yourself. The best way to extract the
huge list of goals is to start a new search and select only a couple of key attributes for the location you want to fill. After you click ok, change the view from general to a subcategory attributes and sort by a feature. This is a much easier way to crunch data. Remember to search for listed transfer players and keep checking
every week or so for new additions, as well as always read and respond to scout report cards that land in your inbox. Finally, get a report card on each player you like the appearance of (report &gt; scout report) to get a realistic player rating. Your first gameI might feel boring at first, but always take charge of friendly
matches; are a vital opportunity to test formations, players and partnerships. On game day, select extended highlights and a slightly faster top speed when you look, as this is your only opportunity to spot holes in your lineup and make sense of tactical models. Customize the view between highlights to make sure
assistant feedback and matching statistics are displayed, both of which are important to follow. Be active on the touchline: give a lot of motivation, change the instructions whenever you feel good, and experience as much as possible before the new season kicks off. And this is your first week of management done. It
might seem a bit overwhelming at first, but once you have the basics in place things will get a lot easier. Once you've settled in, check out our 12 tips for surviving your first season for more advanced pointers. Pointers.
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